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406 Broadway Level 3
New York, NY, 10013
9142336630
www.thenessnyc.com

For more information:
Jessica Aronoff
hi@thenessnyc.com
9142336630

Monday, August 14, 2023

The Ness seeking instructors for NYC studio + digital platform

Company: The Ness
Location: New York, NY
Compensation: $30-$50/hr depending on experience + % commission on class bookings. Flexible negotiations available. 

 

Johan Anderson

The Ness is is seeking passionate, energized, movers who are interested in immersing themselves in our method and building community.
Auditions will be held at our NYC studio in Tribeca on Saturday, September 23rd, 2023 at 2pm. If selected selected, you will complete the
ness certification, free of charge. Your certification will include in person and virtual training sessions with seasoned ness team members, as
well as unlimited access to studio and online classes. 

As a ness trainer, you will program and teach ness method classes, a mix of bounce, sculpt, and stretch, and private training sessions both in
studio and online. Additional job requirements include:

- Assisting front desk team with class set up and/or check-in during peak hours

- Communicating regularly with ness HQ 

Compensation: $30-$50/hr depending on experience + % commission on class bookings. Flexible negotiations available. 

Details: We are seeking trainers for both our Tribeca location and international digital platform. Teaching experience and fitness certifications
suggested, but not required.

When: Saturday, September 23, 2023 @ 2pm. Please RSVP by sending your headshot and resume to hi@thenessnyc.com as space is limited.

Where: The Ness 406 Broadway, Level 3, NY, NY 10013

About the ness: We’re a dance-based, movement focused fitness method that offers workouts both on and off the trampoline. At The Ness,
we get people to love and look forward to movement. We bring our whole selves to fitness so you can too. 

Additional information: We are also offering growth opportunities for qualified individuals who are interested in being a part of our international
digital platform or building a career that includes more than teaching. 
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